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of the Interior’s
National
Park Service
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and Improvement
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maintenance
management
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direct,
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could not
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ii ere efficient
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that the Service
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management
system and provide approprrate policy,
guidance,
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The Honorable
Malcolm Wallop
Chairman,
Subcommittee
on Public
Lands and Reserved Water
Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources
united
States Senate
Dear Mr. Chairman:
As requested
in your January 18, 1983, letter,
this report
discusses
the potential
for increased
efficiency
and effectiveness in maintaining
the National
Park System.
As arranged
with your office,
unless you publicly
announce
its contents
earlier,
we plan no further
distribution
of the
'report
until
10 days from the date of the report.
At that time
:we will
send copies to the Director,
Office
of Management and
~Budget; the Secretary
of the Interior;
the Director,
National
'Park Service;
and other interested
parties.

Comptroller
General
of the United States

COMPTROLLERGENERAL'S
REPORT TO THE CHAIRMAN
SUBCOMMITTEE ON PUBLIC
LANDS AND RESERVED WATER
COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND
NATURAL RESOURCES
UNITED STATES SENATE

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE NEEDS
A MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM

DIGEST
--_I--The Department of the Interior's
National
Park
Service manages the 334-unit
National
Park
System which includes
national
parks, preserves, monuments, seashores,
rivers,
battlefields,
and historic
sites on over 79 million
acres of developed
and undeveloped
land.
The
Service spends millions
of dollars
annually-about $290 million
in fiscal
year 1983--to
maintain
facilities
valued in billions
of dollars,
including
buildings,
roads, bridges,
monuments, hiking
trails,
and utility
systems.
GAO reported
in 1980 that facilities
in many
park system units did not meet health and
safety
standards
and that the Service had a
construction
backlog of health and safety
deficiencies
estimated
at $1.6 billion.
As a
result,
Interior
in fiscal
year 1982 established
a B-year,
$1 billion
Park Restoration
and Improvement Program for park facilities.
This program is partially
funded--about
$70
million
annually --through
the maintenance
budget.
(See pp. 1 to 4.)
In 1983,
GAO visited
nine National
Park System
units,
including
urban and rural parks of different
sizes,
geographical
locations,
and
types (i.e.,
national
parks, historic
sites,
and a national
seashore).
GAO found that attention
had not always been given to systematically
maintaining
facilities.
Without
proper maintenance,
facilities
may not operate
properly
and can deteriorate
more rapidly,
resulting
in higher future
costs for rehabilitation and reconstruction.
The Service had not
emphasized the need for a Service-wide
maintenance management system, and therefore
had not
provided
adequate maintenance
policy,
guidance, and training.
(See pp. 4, 8, and 21.)
A Service-wide
maintenance
management system
designed around the seven important
elements
shown in the table on page ii would help
i
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insure

that facilities
receive
proper malntenance
and provide
information
necessary to
determine
appropriate
maintenance
funding
levels.
The Deputy
Director,
National
Park
Service,
agreed that the Service needs to improve its maintenance
management.
(See
10,
11,
and
24.)
PP.
GAO made this review at the request of the
Chairman, Subcommittee
on Public Lands and
Reserved Water, Senate Committee on Energy and
Natural
Resources.
(See p. 1.)
IMPORTANT ELEMENTS OF A
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
GAO's research
revealed
that a maintenance
management system generally
includes
seven
important
elements which are closely
tied to
the basic management principles
of planning,
organizing,
directing,
and reviewing.
These
elements are shown in the following
table.
.
Maintenance
management
system
elements
Workload
inventory
assets

of

Description

of elements

Detailed infotmation that quantifies
for all assets
(buildings,
rwds, utility
systm,
grounds, etc.)
that must be maintained, the characteristics
affecting the type of maintenance ark performed.
For example, square feet of interior painted wall,
feet of 12” storm drain, or miles of paved rod.

Maintenance
tasks

A set of tasks that describe the maintenance work in
the park.

Work etanb

Fraquency of maintenance; measurable quality standarc
to which assets should be maintained: methods for
accarplishing
work; required labor, equipnent, and
material resourcesf and expected worker production
for each maintenance task.

arde

Work prcgram
and performance budget

Annual wrk plan identifying
maintenance needs
(calculated using inventory, tasks, and standards)
and financial
resources to be devoted to each maintenance task.

cJark schedules

A plan which identifies
and prioritizes
tasks to be
done in a specific tim period (generally biweekly)
and specifies required labor resources.

Work orders

Specific job authorization
and record of work acsaw
They can be used to record actual labor
plished.
and material costs.

Reports

Rqm%s and special analyses which compare planned
versus actual acccqlis!mmts
and costs. They are
used to evaluate maintenance operations.

,

A maintenance
management system does not
assure efficient
and effective
maintenance
management.
However, it establishes
the
framework
for efficient
and effective
maintenance management given the resources--funding,
personnel,
and training-to properly
implement
it.
(See pp. 9 to 11.)
ELEMENTS MISSING AT PARKS VISITED
RESULTED IN MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
PROBLEMS
Of the nine park units GAO visited
, four had
none of the important
elements
in place;
two
had only work scheduling;
and one had work
scheduling
and workload
inventories.
As a
result,
park superintendents
at these seven
units were not
--determining
funding needed to properly
maintain
park assets and requesting
such
funding during
the budget process,
--properly
accounting
resources,
and
--assessing
of their

for

maintenance

the efficiency
and effectiveness
maintenance
activities.

At six of these seven park units,
important
maintenance
tasks were not being accomFor example, according
plished.
to a 1982
Federal Highway Administration
survey,
Mount
Rainier
National
Park's
121 miles of roads had
not been properly
maintained
which had reduced
their
normal 20-year life
by 50 percent.
At
Gettysburg
National
Military
Park, park
records
showed that most of the park's
1,300
memorials,
monuments, and markers had received
very little
or no maintenance
since they were
established
60 to 80 years ago and that they
were now reaching
a point of serious
deterioration.
Two of the nine park units--Harpers
Ferry
National
Historical
Park and Blue Ridge
Parkway--had
several
of the important
elements
GAO found the fewest maintenance
in place.
problems at these units,
although
Harpers
Ferry had assets not receiving
needed maintenance.
Further,
neither
Harpers Ferry nor
Blue Ridge was linking
maintenance
funding
requests
to park maintenance
needs.
The

iii

superintendents
told GAO that using the
elements that were in place had improved
marntenance
operations.

their

Park superintendents
at the other seven park
units agreed that they did not have the necessary information
on their maintenance
operations and did not know if their
maintenance
activities
were efficient
and effective.
The
superintendents
at Harpers Ferry and Blue
Ridge had the necessary
information
but agreed
that improvements
were still
needed to achieve
efficient
and effective
maintenance.
Pee PP.
11 to 17.)
BENEFITS OF A MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
visited
three park organizations--Canada’s
national
park agency and city park departments
in Tampa, Florida,
and Seattle,
Washington-which had maintenance
management systems.
Before implementing
their
systems, these
organizations
had experienced
maintenance
management problems similar
to those GAO found at
the Park Service units it visited.
All three
reported
increased
productivity,
reduced
or both, by improving
their maintenance
costs,
management.
17
and
18.)
We pp*
GAO

--Parks
Canada is spending about $3 million
(Canadian)
to develop and implement a
maintenance
management system for its 103
national
and historical
parks, sites,
and
canals.
Positive
results
have already
been
reported
at parks where the system has been
implemented.
For example, at Fortress
of
Louisbourg
National
Historic
Park, Nova
about $85,000 in recurring
annual
Scotia,
benefits
were Identified
in the first
year
by (1) reducing
labor hours through improved
work methods and uniform application
of
standards
and (2) improving
controls
over
materials
and utility
costs.
Parks Canada
officials
expect the system to provide
a
yearly
payback in reduced costs or increased
productivity
of 10 to 15 percent of its
which in fiscal
year
maintenance
budget,
1983 was about $43 million.
(See pp. 18 to
20.)
--In
1981 the Tampa Parks Department developed
and implemented
a maintenance
management
system at a cost of about $75,000.
The department's
director
attributed
a reduction
iv

from 502 to 312 workers to the maintenance
management system through better
work
and specific
methods, work scheduling,
performance
standards
and guidelines.
The
department
also reported
other benefits,
including
assurance that all assets were
receiving
needed maintenance.
(See p. 20.)
--Starting
in 1975,
the Seattle
Department of
Parks and Recreation
developed
and implemented a maintenance
management system.
Through 1982 the department
spent about
$880,000 to develop,
implement,
and operate
the system.
Although
the department
had not
quantified
the resulting
savings,
department
officials
reported
that the system (1)
helped assure that all assets were properly
maintained,
(2) improved accountability
for
maintenance
resources,
and (3) linked
budget
requests
to asset maintenance.
(See pp. 20
and 21.)
The Park Service estimated
the cost of developing and implementing
a system would be less
GAO believes
that the cost
than $10 million.
of such a system could be justified
by (1) the
large annual Park Service maintenance
budget,
(2) the Service's
current
maintenance
problems, and (3) the potential
to recapture
the
development
and implementation
costs through
reduced maintenance
costs,
increased
producExperts say that
tivity,
and other benefits.
the initial
development
and training
costs are
usually
recaptured
during the first
18 months
a system is in effect.
The park organizations
experienced
in Canada, Tampa, and Seattle
benefits
from their
maintenance
management
Officials
at the three organizations
systems.
believed
the benefits
of their
systems
outweighed
the costs.
(See p. 24.)
SERVICE INITIATIVES
TO
IMPROVE MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
The Service has taken some initial
steps
Four
toward improving
maintenance
management.
Service-wide
inspection
programs--covering
buildings;
water supply and sewage systems;
roads, bridges,
and tunnels;
and dams--were
initiated
between 1975 and 1982 to inventory,
inspect,
and report
the condition
of the
The Chief of
various
structures
and systems.
the Service's
Engineering
and Safety Services
Division
told GAO that these inventory
and
inspection
programs are essential
to establishing
a Service-wide
maintenance
management
V

The Service's
Deputy
Director
said
the Service was also considering
a pilot
test
of a maintenance
management system, although
the scope of such a test had not been determined.
(See PP- 23 and 24.)
system.

Park managers at three of the parks GAO
Ridge, Harpers Ferry,
and North
visited --Blue
Cascades National
Park--were
proceeding
on
their
own to establish
maintenance
management
systems and were experiencing
fewer maintenance management problems as a result.
( See
p. 23.)
RECOMMENDATIONSTO THE
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
GAO recommends that the Secretary
of the
Interior
direct
the Director,
National
Park
to design,
test,
and implement a
Service,
and provide
maintenance
management system
appropriate
policy,
guidance,
and personnel
training.
Wee pp. 25 and 26.)
AGENCY COMMENTS
Interior
said that it fully
concurred
that the
Service needs a maintenance
management system.
a valuable
It said that this report
represents
and helpful
effort
to identify
weaknesses in
the Service's
maintenance
process and provides
Accordsound and supportable
recommendations.
the Service has initiated
or
ing to Interior,
is planning
actions
to implement the recommenFor example, the Service has inidations.
tiated
two pilot
programs utilizing
the
expertise
of two consulting
firms considered
experts
in the field
of maintenance
manageIn addition,
ment.
Parks Canada has consulted
extensively
with the Service on the benefits,
and procedures
pertaining
to Parks
problems,
Canada's maintenance
management system.
Also,
during the week of February 6-10,
1984,
representatives
of Parks Canada participated
in a
training/workshop
session held for key Service
personnel
from the Service's
eastern regions.
(See PP. 26 and 27.)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The Department of the Interior's
National
Park Service
is
responsible
for managing the 334-unit
National
Park System.
The
system includes
national
parks, preserves,
monuments, seashores,
battlefields,
rivers,
and historic
sites on over 79 million
acres
Maintenance
of these vast
of developed
and undeveloped
land.'
and unique properties
is a complex process which cost about
The Service
is responsible
for
$290 million
in fiscal
year 1983.
maintaining
about 7,700 miles of roads; 11,600 miles of trails;
thousands of buildings;
hundreds of monuments; and hundreds of
water, wastewater,
and electrical
systems.
Because of their
many of the structures
require
special
historical
significance,
maintenance
techniques.
two requested
by the Chairman,
In three previous
reports,2
Subcommittee
on Public
Lands and Reserved Water, Senate Committee
and one by the Ranking Minority
on Energy and Natural
Resources,
Resources,
we disMember, Senate Committee on Energy and Natural
cussed health
and safety problems relating
to park facilities
and
the Service's
efforts
to correct
them.
In our October 1980 report we stated that the Service had a construction
backlog to
correct
health
and safety deficiencies
estimated
at $1.6 billion
and that,
as a result,
Interior
had established
a 5-year,
$1 billion (including
new construction)
Park Restoration
and Improvement Program to restore
and rehabilitate
park facilities.
In
December 1982 we reported
that the Service was making progress
in
improving
deficient
facilities.
This report,
also at the Chairman's request,
discusses
our review of whether parks assure that
their
facilities
and utility
systems receive
essential
maintenance and that the maintenance
is managed efficiently
and
effectively.
MAINTENANCE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES
stated
--

The objective
of the Service's
maintenance
in its annual budget justification,
is:

11, this
National

report
we often refer
to the various
Park System as parks.

2Facilities
and Safety

in Many National
Parks
Standards
(CED-80-115,

program,

units

in the

and Forests Do Not Meet Health
Oct. 10, 1980).

The National
Park Service Has Improved Facilities
Service Areas (GAO/RCED-83-65,
Dec. 17, 1982) .

at 12 park

National
Parks' Health and Safety Problems Given Priority;
Estimates
and Safety Management Could Be Improved
(GAO/RCED-83-59, Apr. 25, 1983).

1

as

Cost

"TO conduct a professional
program of preventative
and
and to provide
for a safe,
rehabilitative
maintenance,
and aesthetically
pleasing
environment
for
sanitary,
park visitors
and employees."
park superintendents
and maintenance
To achieve
this objective,
personnel
manage their
maintenance
programs,
with oversight
and
The Engineering
and
assistance
provided
by regional
offices.
Safety Services
Division
in Washington,
D.C., is responsible
for
The Division's
providing
overall
policy
and proqram direction.
Park Support Office,
located
in Denver, provides
direct
mainteHowever,
nance assistance
to park superintendents
and reqions.
and how to
most decisions
of how, when, and what to maintain
manaqe maintenance
are left
to the park superintendents
and maintenance personnel.
FUNDING FOR MAINTENANCE
The Service
spends a large portion
of its budget on maintefunding
for park maintenance.
As shown in the following
table,
nance has been increasing
and for fiscal
year 1983 was 54 percent
of the total
funds allocated
to manage park operations
(excluding
construction
projects).

Funding for Maintenance
(amounts in thousandsl
Park maintenance
Repair
habilitationC

Cultural
resources
manage
mentd

and re-

Fiscal
year

Operationala

.
Cyclic+

Maint*

Tbtal
main&-nance

!Ibtal
park
manage-

-ment

nance as

percent of
total park
management

1981

161,844

13,934

16,300

26,988

219,066

441,479

49.6

1982

152,887

33,800

23,757

30,164

240,608

469,809

51.2

1983

197,474

20,585

32,000

43,257

293,316

542,723

54.0

1984 est.

178,213

20,585

32,000

44,081

274,879

523,045

52.6

1985 est.

189,324

24,242

32,000

45,563

291,129

548,667

53.1

aOperational maintenance involves those routine activities
necessary for the
park's daily functions.
Typical examples include janitorial
and custodial
services, trees and grounds maintenance, repair of buildings and equipment, and
operation of water and wastewater treatment systems.
bcyclic maintenance involves maintenance activities
done on a fixed periodic
basis when the mrk is predictable and the cycle is longer than once a year.
!Qpical examples include road resealing, reroofing of buildings, and sign
replacement and repair.
%epair and rehabilitation
projects are designed to correct health and safety
deficiencies
that do not require major rehabilitation
or reconstruction.
Typical examples include campground and trail rehabilitation,
road overlay
sewer and waterline replacement, and rewiring of
and/or reconditioning,
buildings.
dCultura1 resources management includes a broad range of activities
to
inventory, evaluate,
preserve, and maintain historic and prehistoric sites,
structures, and collections.
The Service also spends millions
of dollars
each year to
construct
new or reconstruct
existing
facilities
and utility
systems.
In fiscal
year 1983,
for example, the Service obligated
about
$189
million
for its construction
program.
According
to
the Chief,
Engineering
and Safety Services
Division,
much of the
construction
funding each year is for facilities
that have
deteriorated
to the point where operational
and cyclic
maintenance are not cost effective.
In fiscal
year 1982, the Secretary
of the Interior
initiated
the Park Restoration
and Improvement Program to restore
and rehato eliminate
health
and safety defibilitate
park facilities,
ciencies,
and to improve maintenance
and preservation
programs.
3

The Service plans to spend about
$1 billion
for this program
between fiscal
years 1982 and 1986.
Total maintenance
funding
as
shown in the table
on page 3 includes
about $70 million
annually
1985
for this program.
for fiscal
years 1982 through
The
Service's
construction
budget also contains
funding
for this
program.
operational
maintenance
and some cultural
At the park level,
resources
management funds are spent at the superintendent's
discretion.
Cyclic
and repair
and rehabilitation
projects
are
funded on a project-by-project
basis and are usually
administered
by the regional
offices.
These projects
may require
technical
design and specifications
and are accomplished
by park personnel
or by contract.
The remaining
cultural
resources
management
funds are administered
by the regional
offices
or Service
headquarters
and fund the work of cultural
specialists
who are
either
Service employees or under contract.
In fiscal
year 1983,
about
positions,3
or about
38 percent
dedicated
to maintenance.
OBJECTIVES,

4,800

of all

full-time-equivalent
park positions,

were

staff

SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY

In response to the Chairman's
request,
we evaluated
whether
nine parks managed maintenance
activities
to assure that park
facilities
and utility
systems
received
essential
maintenance
and
that the maintenance
was managed efficiently
and effectively.
We
focused on regular
maintenance
activities,
including
operational
and cyclic
maintenance
performed
on real property
such as roads,
buildings,
monuments, and hiking
trails.
(See footnotes
a and
b on p. 3 for examples of operational
and cyclic
maintenance
activities).
We did not evaluate
how major rehabilitation
and
Further,
we did not review
construction
projects
were managed.
maintenance
of personal
property
items such as vehicles
and
equipment
and we did not include
water and wastewater
treatment
systems
because
those systems
are regulated
by state
or federal
agencies.
We selected
the nine parks to (1) include
both urban and
rural
parks of different
sizes,
(2) provide
broad geographical
and (3) include
a variety
of park types such as
coverage,
national
recreation
areas, historic
sites,
and
national
parks,
national
seashores.
We coordinated
our site selections
with the
Subcommittee’s
office
and the Service's
Engineering
and Safety
Services
Division
to assure that our selections
represented
the
types and scope of maintenance
activities
found in the National
Park System.

3Full-time
equivalents
are a way of expressing
part-time
and
seasonal positions
in "equivalent"
units of full-time
work.
example, a seasonal position
for 50 percent of the year is
represented
by .5 FTE.
4

For

,

We made our review
D.C., and the following
parks.
Regional

office

National
Capital
Harpers Ferry
North

and park

National

Atlantic
Gateway National

Mid-Atlantic
Gettysburg

at Service headquarters
In Washinqton,
regional
offices
and their
respective

National

Hlstorlcal

Recreation

Area

Military

Pacific
Northwest
North Cascades National
Mount Rainier
National
Southeast
Blue Ridge
Cumberland

Location

Park

Washington,
Maryland-W.

D.C.
Virginia

Boston, Mass.
New York-New Jersey
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania

Pa.

Seattle,
Wash.
Washington
Washington

Park
Park

Parkway
Island National

Park

Seashore

Western
Grand Canyon National
Park
Yosemite National
Park

Atlanta,
Ga.
N. Carolina-Virginia
Georgia
San Francisco,
Arizona
California

Cal.

To evaluate
the adequacy . of
maintenance
activ. . the parks'
.
ities,
we compared their
activities
with a maintenance
management
system containing
the elements characteristic
of a good system.
(These elements are discussed
on pp. 9 to 11.)
To identify
such
we contacted
professional
associations,
including
the
elements,
National
Recreation
and Park Association;
researched
appropriate
recreation
and maintenance
periodicals
and publications;
and
interviewed
recognized
experts
in the fields
of maintenance
and
park management, including
representatives
of Roy Jorgensen
Associates,
Inc.,
an engineering
and management consulting
firm
which had been involved
with over 200 maintenance
management
systems in the United States and Canada.
The maintenance
management system against
which we compared the parks'
maintenance
activities,
although
not the only system used to manage maintethese elements and represents
a process that is
nance, contains
closely
tied to the basic principles
of management and is widely
We judged a park as
accepted by professional
associations.
having an element in place if the element was used consistently
in managing the park's
maintenance
activities.
To observe maintenance
management systems in operation
and
we visited
three park organizations
determine
their
benefits,
outside
the National
Park Service
that had implemented
systems
Those organizations
and
and had reported
measurable
benefits.
the locations
we visited
are as follows:

5

Park organization

Location

Parks Canada-Western
Region
Banff National
Park

Calgary,
Alberta
Banff,
Alberta

Parks Canada-Atlantic
Region
Fortress
of Louisbourg
National
Historic
Park

Halifax,
Nova Scotia
Louisbourg,
Nova
Scotia

Seattle

Seattle,

Department

Tampa Parks

of Parks

and Recreation

Department

Washington

Tampa, Florida

At all parks visited,
we obtained
information
on how maintenance work was planned,
organized,
directed,
and reviewed.
We
reviewed pertinent
records and documents;
observed maintenance
operations;
and interviewed
park superintendents,
maintenance
managers, supervisors,
and selected
maintenance
foremen and workers.
We documented how park personnel
identified
and assigned
priorities
for maintenance
work, prepared work programs and budand directed
the work, and evaluated
the effigets, scheduled
ciency and effectiveness
of the maintenance
activities.
We did
not review the quality
of the maintenance
or the way maintenance
personnel
were organized.
At Parks Canada and the Seattle
and
Tampa parks departments,
we could not verify
the situation
prior
to their
implementing
maintenance
management systems because
the
documentation
was not available.
However, we corroborated
reported
benefits
at these park organizations
by observing
maintenance
system operations,
interviewing
maintenance
workers,
and reviewing
records and documents.
At the Service's
regional
offices,
we discussed
with regional maintenance
personnel
their
oversight
role in park maintenance
activities.
At Parks Canada's regional
offices,
we interviewed
Parks Canada regional
and headquarters
personnel,
including
the
project
manager for the maintenance
management system.
To identify
the Service's
policies
and procedures
on maintewe reviewed the Service's
Management Policies
nance operations,
and directives
and interviewed
Service headManual, guidelines,
quarters
officials,
including
the Service's
Deputy Director
and
Engineering
and Safety Services
Division.
the Chief,
At the conclusion
of our review,
we sent copies of our draft
report
to the Department of the Interior
for its comments.
We
also sent copies of sections
of our draft
report
pertaining
to
Parks Canada and the Seattle
and Tampa parks departments
to those
agencies to verify
the accuracy of our comments concerning
their
Interior's,
Parks Canada's,
and
maintenance
management systems.
Tampa's written
comments appear as appendixes
II,
III,
and IV,
and their
suggested changes have been incorporated
respectively,
The Seattle
Department of Parks and Recreation
in the report.
informed
us by telephone
that it agreed with our draft.
6

We made our review

in accordance

with

generally

accepted

government
auditing
standards during the period February 1983
through August 1983.
Interior's
Office of the Inspector General
reviews of the Service's
maintenance
had not done any overall
management activities
nor did it have any ongoing or planned

reviews.

CHAPTER 2
THE SERVICE SHOULD IMPROVE
ITS MANAGEMENTOF MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
The Service has billions
of dollars
worth of facilities
requiring
maintenance
in its 334-unit
park system.
Without proper
maintenance,
park facilities
do not operate properly
and can
deteriorate
more rapidly,
resulting
in higher future
costs for
rehabilitation
and reconstruction.
Because the Service had not
emphasized maintenance
management, it had no systematic
approach
to planning,
organizing,
directing,
and reviewing
maintenance
activities
and, therefore,
the Service did not know if proper
maintenance
was being done and whether the maintenance
was done
efficiently
and effectively.
We reported
in 1980 that facilities
in many park units did
not meet health
and safety
standards
and that the Service had a
construction
backlog of health and safety deficiencies
estimated
The Service responded with a $1 billion
multiat $1.6 billion.
year Park Restoration
and Improvement Program.
However, Unless
the Service
improves its management of maintenance
activities,
may be subjected
to unnecessary
newly restored
facilities
deterioration.
At the nine parks we visited,
we found that park managers
had assets that were not receiving
needed maintenance
(seven
servicing
and inspections
(six
park.9 I had not done preventative
accounting
for maintenance
resources
parks) I were not properly
and were not systematically
evaluating
whether
(seven parks),
their
maintenance
programs were efficient
and effective
(seven
parks).
Further,
none of the nine parks' managers were determining the funding
they needed to properly
maintain
park assets.
None of the nine parks we visited
had maintenance
systems containing
all of the important
elements (see p. 10) of an effective
maintenance
management system.
The experiences
of other park organizations,
including
Parks
indicate
that
implementing
a
maintenance
management
sysCanada,
tem can provide
significant
benefits,
including
cost savings
through improving
maintenance
practices,
greater
assurance that
assets are properly
maintained,
improved accountability
for
and cost and workload
information
to
maintenance
resources,
The Service's
lack
assess program efficiency
and effectiveness.
reason that
of emphasis on maintenance
management was the primary
The Service
a maintenance
management system
was not in place.
needs to establish
a maintenance
management system in its parks
and provide
appropriate
policy,
guidance,
and training
to assure
the system's
successful
implementation.

. ELEMENTS OF AN EFFECTIVE
MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM
Maintenance
management systems are widely
accepted as a tool
to help managers achieve efficient
and effective
maintenance
operations.
A maintenance
mana ement system helps mana s ers pm
and review ma9 ntenance work by provid ng t em
organize,
direct,
with information
about their
organization's
maintenance
needs,
required
resources,
and costs.
Organizations
in both the United States and Canada have recAmong
ognized the importance
of maintenance
management systems.
the organizations
involved
in developing
or disseminating
information on maintenance
management systems and their
benefits
are
the National
Association
of County Engineers,
the American Association
of State Highway and Transportation
Officials,
and the
Federal Highway Administration.
Numerous city,
county,
and state
agencies have implemented
such systems in their
transportation,
water,
sewer, public
works, and parks and recreation
departments.
Maintenance
management systems advocated by these organizations include
elements similar
to those listed
in the following
table.
This maintenance
management system is closely
tied to the
basic manaqement principles
of planning,
organizing,
directing,
and reviewinq.
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Management
principles
Planning and
organizing

1

I

I

Iirectinq

&viewing

Maintenance
management
system

elements

Description

of elements

Workload
inventory of
assets

Detailed information that quantifies,
for all assets (buildings, roads,
utility
systems, grounds, etc.) that
must be maintained, the characteristics affectinq the type of maintenance work performed. For example,
square feet of interior painted wall,
feet of 12" storm drain, or miles
of paved road.

Maintenance
tasks

A set of tasks that describe the
maintenance work in the park.

Work standards

Frequency of maintenance: measurable
quality standard to which assets
should be maintained; methods for
accomplishing work; required labor,
equipment, and material resources:
and expected worker production for
each maintenance task.

Work program
and performancebudget

Annual work plan identifying
maintenance needs (calculated using inventory, tasks, and standards) and
financial resources to be devoted to
each maintenance task.

Work schedules

A plan which identifies
and prioritizes tasks to be done in a specific
time period (generally biweekly) and
specifies required labor resources.

Work orders

Specific job authorization and record
of work acccmplished. They can be
used to record actual labor and material costs.

Reports

Reports and special analyses which
cOnpare planned versus actual accOm
plishments and costs. They are used
to evaluate maintenance operations.

Workload inventories,
maintenance
tasks,
and work standards
can enable a manager to more effectively
plan and organize
a
park's
maintenance
work.
These elements together
provide
a manager with the information
necessary
to determine
park maintenance
Annual work
needs and resources
required
to accomplish
the work.
programs and performance
budgets identify
planned maintenance
10

tasks and required
labor
park's
annual maintenance

and financial
resources,
needs to the maintenance

linking
a
budget.

Managers use schedules
and work orders to direct
the work
and provide
information
for the reporting
and evaluation
process.
Maintenance
work schedules
are used to ensure that (1) the
workload
is spread evenly throughout
the year,
(2) seasonal work
is undertaken
at the appropriate
time
of the year,
(3) maintenance jobs are accomplished
in order of priority,
and (4) equipment and supplies
are available
when needed.
Work orders are
used to authorize
and control
specific
maintenance
jobs and
record the work accomplished.
Work orders can also be used to
record the actual
labor and material
costs.
Reports or analyses
are developed
to show planned versus actual
accomplishments,
resource
utilization,
and costs for each maintenance
function.
This information
provides
park managers with a basis to objectively
evaluate
the maintenance
operations'
efficiency
and
effectiveness.
A maintenance
management system does not assure efficient
and effective
maintenance
management.
However, it establishes
the framework for efficient
and effective
maintenance
management
qiven the resources--funding,
personnel,
and training--to
properly implement
it.
Likewise,
the absence of a maintenance
manaqement system does not necessarily
mean that maintenance
will
not be properly
manaqed at every Service
location.
For additional
manaqement system

information
and examples
elements,
see appendix I.

of the maintenance

ELEMENTS MISSING AT PARKS VISITED
RESULTED IN MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTPROBLEMS
None of the nine parks we visited
had in place all the important
elements of an effective
maintenance
management system.
Instead,
managers at most of the parks relied
primarily
on the
knowledqe and experience
of maintenance
personnel
to identify
and
accomplish
necessary maintenance
and did not have any way of
evaluating
the efficiency
and effectiveness
of maintenance
activities.
As a result,
manaqers at these parks experienced
maintenance
management problems,
includinq
assets not maintained
fundinq
requests
not linked
to maintenance
needs, poor
properly,
accountability
for maintenance
resources,
and inadequate
assurance of efficient
and effective
operations.
Most park superintendents
said that shortages
of funds,
inadequate
data on costs,
or insufficient
expertise
to develop a management system were the
primary
causes of these problems.
The following
table shows which of the
tive maintenance
management system
were in
parks we visited.
The types of maintenance
we found at these parks attributable
to the
management elements are shown in the table
sion of the elements and the problems found
were not in place follows
the tables.
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elements of an effecplace at the nine
management problems
lack of important
on page 13. A discuswhen the elements

Elements

of

a Maintenance
Management
In Place
at Nine Parks

System

-

System

lanagement

element

lrinciple
-‘lannlng

Workload

Gateway

Maintenance

tasks

Work

standards

Work

program

and

performance

-Ih

Harpers

Canyon

Ferry

inventorie!

and
organizing

Gettysburg

Grand

North

Mount
Rainier

X

4---

I

x
X

Y

Cascades
X

I

+

I

I x I
X

budge

3

6

2

7

1

8

0

ga

4

5

1

8

---

)irecting

Work

schedu

I es

X

-Work orders

-leviewing

2

X

-

aAlthough
assets,

the

nine

maintenance

parks
tasks,

had processes
and standard

to

--

i

plan

7

maintenance

maintenance

work

frequencies

and develop

budgets,

these

processes

were

not

based

on

inventories

of

and costs.

.

tiintenance

bnagement

Ma I ntenance

principle
‘lannlng
and
organlzlng

Blue

problem
Assets

Ridge

Parkway

Manaaement

Problems

Cumberland
Island

Gateway

Gettysburg

In Nine

Parks

Grand

Harpers

Canyon

Ferry

Mount
Ralnler

North
Cascades

Yosemite

not

recelvlng
needed

ma I ntenance

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

x

X

X

Preventative
servicing

and

inspections
not

done

Appropriate
funding

for

maintenance
determ

P
W

Poor
birecting

for

not

I ned

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

accountabillty
maintenance

resources
No systematic
Wieuing

evaluation

to

insure
efflclency
and effectiveness

Planning

and organizing

maintenance

work

Most of the nine parks did not have workload
inventories,
(See p. 12.)
As a result,
maintenance
tasks,
or standards.
funding
for maintenance
was not linked
to the maintenance
needs
of specific
assets.
Instead,
maintenance
personnel
responded to
breakdowns as they occurred,
or they relied
primarily
on their
knowledge and experience
to identify
maintenance
tasks and deterSeven of the nine
mine the resources
needed to get them done.
parks had assets that did not receive
inspections,
preventative
*These parks' managers were
or needed maintenance.
servicing,
For example,
aware of these problems.
--Mount Rainier
National
Park has 121 miles of roads to
maintain.
According
to a 1982 Federal Highway Administration road survey,
these roads had not been properly
mainreducing
their
normal 20-year life
to 10 years.
tained,
The survey report
attributed
this neglect
to the park's
lack of a maintenance
management system, inadequate
funding,
and a shortage of personnel.
--Gettysburg
National
Military
Park has over 1,300 memoriPark records
showed that
als, monuments, and markers.
most of these structures
had received
very little
or no
maintenance
since they were established
60 to 80 years ago
and that they were reaching
a point of serious
deterioration.
The maintenance
supervisor
and the cultural
resource specialist
at Gettysburg
described
the maintenance
program as crisisor breakdown-oriented,
providing
primarily
emergency repairs.
Three of the nine parks--Blue
Ridge, Harpers Ferry,
and
and
North Cascades-- had one or more of the three planning
organizing
elements--workload
inventories,
maintenance
tasks,
and
The parks' managers told us that these elements
work standards.
For
improved their
maintenance
planning
and budgeting
process.
example, Harpers Ferry National
Historical
Park had developed
and standards
at the time of our
workload
inventories,
tasks,
visit.
The park had done detailed
analyses of maintenance
tasks
and expected results
as part of its compliance
with the Office
of
The superintendent
told
Management and Budget's
Circular
A-76.4
he realized
that the information
us that during
the analyses,
Because of the park's
could be used for managing maintenance.
maintenance
problems such as assets not receiving
needed
he was still
improving
the park's maintenance
maintenance,
He said that maintenance
planning
had
management system.
improved and that he had recently
implemented
an inspection
and

4The Office
of Management and Budget's
Circular
A-76 requires
federal
agencies
to review their
operations
and to contract
activities
and services
to private
industry
when cost effective
The Park Service has targeted
maintenance
as a
to do so.
primary
area for review.
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servicing
program to better
assure that assets receive
needed
he had made other changes to improve
maintenance.
In addition,
maintenance
practices.
For example, he
--adjusted
the
collections;

frequency

standards

--consolidated
the number of trips
nance supplies;
and
--required
janitorial
which previously
task.

for

residential

made to obtain

trash
mainte-

staff
to clean artifacts
on exhibit,
had not been identified
as a maintenance

Most park superintendents
said that shortages
of money and
personnel
were the primary
reasons certain
maintenance
was not
accomplished.
However, the nine park superintendents
did not
know how much money they needed for maintenance.
They planned
maintenance
work based on the funding
they expected to receive,
which was usually
similar
to the amount they received
the previous year.
The parks did not systematically
assess maintenance
needs and costs using standards
for maintenance
frequency,
methods, quality,
and costs and, therefore,
did not know how
their
actual
funding
compared with the funds they needed.
Because this approach was used Service-wide,
neither
the Service
nor the Congress knew the appropriate
funding
level
for the
Service's
maintenance
program and how that level compared with
the actual
funding
level.
For example,
in fiscal
year 1983,
Yosemite National
Park received
about $6.5 million
for maintenance.
The park had a planning
process to identify
facilities
and systems needing maintenance
and to allocate
maintenance
funds
process was
However, this maintenance
to those maintenance
jobs.
not based on an inventory
of park assets and documented maintenance needs using standards
for maintenance
frequency,
methods,
quality,
and costs.
The park's
chief of maintenance
said that he
and his maintenance
personnel
tried
to address the most important
maintenance
needs with the funding received
each year but that
they did not have a good assessment of either
existing
facility
conditions
or the resources
needed to provide
essential
maintenance
to park assets.
According
to the Service's
Deputy Director,
the Service's
Basic Operations
Program is a recent attempt
to systematically
For maintenance,
this program
define
park funding
requirements.
is supposed to identify
the minimum funding
needs for each of
several
cost centers,
including
picnic
areas, public
buildings,
However, the Basic
and improved grounds.
roads and bridges,
Operations
Program does not directly
link funding
requests
to the
maintenance
needs of park assets because it does not establish
maintenance
requirements
for each type of asset using standards
for maintenance
frequency,
methods, quality,
and costs.
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Directing

maintenance

work

.

Seven of the nine parks had poor accountability
for their
maintenance
resources-most maintenance
tasks were done without
orders or records
authorizing
the work, certifying
completion,
or
identifyinq
the incurred
costs.
As a result,
we could not determine where-maintenance
funds were spent and what was accomthese seven parks did not have any records of
plished.
Further,
where maintenance
personnel
actually
spent their
time and most
parks did not maintain
historical
records on the maintenance
of
park assets.
could account for
However, these parks usually
maintenance
resources
devoted to cyclic
maintenance
projects
and
other funds allocated
by their
regional
offices
for specific
projects.
Most park superintendents
said that they did not have information on the cost of maintaining
specific
assets.
For example,
in fiscal
year 1983,
Grand Canyon National
Park had a $3.4million
maintenance
budget,
about $650,000 of which was devoted
to some of the park's
473 buildings.
Park officials
did not consistently
document which buildings
received
maintenance
or which
maintenance
tasks were done, and they did not determine
or record
how much labor was involved
or how much the maintenance
cost.
The park superintendent
said that he could not determine,
except
for large maintenance
jobs, if only priority
work was being
accomplished,
if important
inspections
and servicing
work had
actually
been done, or if maintenance
personnel
were being kept
productive.
One park, Blue Ridge Parkway, developed
a maintenance
scheduling system in 1980 with the help of a consultant.
This computerized
system
was used to set priorities,
order and schedule
maintenance
tasks,
and track work completed
and labor hours
used.
The Parkway's
chief of maintenance
told us that the
system, although
not a complete maintenance
management system,
was an important
part of his management oversight
to assure that
maintenance
tasks were not forgotten
and that priority
work was
done before other work.
Reviewing

maintenance

work

Seven of the nine parks did not have enough information
to
Park manobjectively
evaluate
their
maintenance
operations.
aqers'
evaluations
were limited
primarily
to observing
completed
maintenance
tasks and were focused on the quality
of the work
done.
managers were not assessing
the overall
effiThe parks'
maintenance
operations.
ciency and effectiveness
of their
parks'
Gateway National
Recreation
in fiscal
year 1983,
For example,
about
$4.7 million
for maintenance.
Although
that
Area received
was about 51 percent of the park's
total
budget,
there was no
record that the maintenance
program had been objectively
evaluThe park's
assistant
superintendent
for the Breezy Point/
ated.
Jamaica Bay area told us that althouqh
he believed
the potential
existed
to improve his maintenance
program, without
good cost and
workload
information
he could not identify
where the improvements
16

could be made.
to develop this

He added that
information.

the park

did

not have the resources

Blue Ridge Parkway and Harpers Ferry,
had develTwo parks,
oped cost and workload
information
on several
of their
maintenance activities.
Although
these parks' managers had not
reported
complete
information
about maintenance
activities,
they
had used the information
to make improvements
in some areas.
For
example, the superintendent
at Blue Ridge Parkway said that Parkway officials
had improved the efficiency
of roadside
mowing by
standardizing
mowing frequency
and work methods.
The officials
also had identified
inefficient
storage and handling
practices
for supplies
and materials.
Harpers Ferry officials
had reduced
maintenance
costs by adjusting
the frequency
of trash collections
in residential
areas; assigning
a janitor,
instead of a skilled
electrician,
and contracting
out rock deto change lightbulbs;
liveries
instead
of having park personnel
haul the rocks to the
park.

Seven of nine park superintendents
agreed with our assessment that they did not have the necessary
information
for managThey agreed that improvements
ing their
maintenance
activities.
could be made if maintenance
standards,
costs,
and workload
inThey said that although
a maintenance
formation
were available.
management system would have helped them manage maintenance,
they
'had not had the resources
or the expertise
to develop such systems.
The superintendents
at the other two parks--Harpers
Ferry
information
but
and Blue Ridge --had the necessary maintenance
agreed that improvements
were still
needed to achieve efficient
and effective
maintenance
management.
PARK ORGANIZATIONS BENEFIT FROM
'MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENTSYSTEMS
A maintenance
management system provides
park managers with
the tools to achieve maintenance
program objectives
in an effiSpecifically,
cient and effective
manner.
a system helps managers define
and prioritize
maintenance
needs, properly
allocate
resources,
identify
and control
the impact of budget changes on
and hold maintenance
personnel
accountmaintenance
operations,
able for program results
through objective
evaluations.
We could not quantify
the potential
benefits
from implementing an adequate maintenance
management system at the nine Park
Service units we visited
because none had such a system and most
did not have adequate workload
and cost data.
Accordingly,
to
observe maintenance
management systems in operation
and document
the benefits
that could be achieved,
we visited
three park
organizations--Parks
Canada, the Tampa Parks Department,
and the
Seattle
Department of Parks and Recreation--that
had implemented
such systems and had reported
substantial
benefits.
Before imthese organizations
had experienced
plementing
their
systems,
maintenance
management problems similar
to those we found at the
17

Park Service units we visited.
After
they implemented
maintethe organizations
reported
significant
nance management systems,
improvements
in their
maintenance
operations.
Parks

Canada

Parks Canada (the Canadian counterpart
of the National
Park
Service)
is spending about $3 million5
to design,
test,
and
implement
a maintenance
management system which contains
the important
elements of an effective
system.
Canada's 103 national
and historic
parks,
sites,
and canals cover 50,000 square miles
and contain
about 4,000 buildings,
625 utility
systems,
300
bridges,
and 3,000 kilometers
of roads.
In fiscal
year 1983,6
the parks had maintenance
budgets totaling
about $43 million.
Similar
to the U.S. park system, Parks Canada has greatc variety
in its parks,
from large natural
environments
to small historic
sites.
Parks Canada officials
at the headquarters,
regional,
and
park levels
told us that they expect that the maintenance
management system will
improve efficiency
and effectiveness
at every
They expect that,
when fully
implemented,
the system
location.
will
provide
a yearly
payback in reduced costs or increased
productivity
of 10 to 15 percent of the maintenance
budget.
( In
to
fiscal
year 1983, this would have amounted to about $4 million
They also said that the system will
substantially
$6 million.)
improve accountability
for maintenance
by (1) requiring
that all
maintenance
work be authorized
using work orders,
(2) establishing records of labor hours for each maintenance
task,
(3) providing comparisons
of actual
accomplishments
and established
standards, and (4) providing
regional
personnel
with information
to
assist
them in their
evaluations
of park maintenance
operations.
Parks Canada's project
manager for the maintenance
management system told us that successfully
implementing
a maintenance
management system requires
two primary
ingredients--strong
support from top agency management and comprehensive
training
for
all involved
personnel,
from superintendents
to maintenance
workers.
He said that Parks Canada's top managers strongly
endorsed
the system and required
that it be used for all park maintenance
operations.
He added that when the system is implemented
in a
a
consultant
and
regional
office
personnel
stay
onsite
for
park I
up to several
weeks to conduct training
, get the system working,
and resolve
any problems as they arise.
To observe the system in operation,
Fortress
of Louisbourg
National
Historic
Our visits
Banff National
Park, Alberta.

5A11 references
to costs
in Canadian dollars.
6For Parks

Canada,

the

or savings
fiscal

year
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we visited
two parks-Park, Nova Scotia,
and
were helpful
to our

by Parks
is April

Canada are expressed
1 to March 31.

understanding
of the maintenance
management system.
Ry meeting
with regional
office
and park officials
and observing
the system
at the two parks, we gained considerable
insight
into how the
system works and how it can be used to improve maintenance
operations.
Parks Canada officials
have expressed
a willingness
to
demonstrate
their
system to Park Service officials.
The Fortress
of Louisbourg
National
Historic
Park, situated
on 14,720 acres,
contains
the ruins and partial
reproduction
of
an 18th century
French fortress
and naval base.
Maintenance
personnel
are responsible
for maintaining
roads, utility
systems,
grounds,
and 153 buildings,
78 of which, according
to Parks
Canada, are reproductions
of historic
structures.
For fiscal
budget was about $1.3 million.
year 1983, the maintenance
For fiscal
year 1982, the first
year of operatinq
under the
maintenance
manaqement system, Fortress
officials
reported
$85,000 in recurring
annual benefits.
The vehicle
shop saved
$19,000 by reallocating
one staff-year
to a maintenance
shop in
need of additional
staff.
Managers discovered
the extra staffyear because the system showed that,
using existing
maintenance
standards,
there was insufficient
work to keep the shop personnel
busy.
The utility
shop reported
$15,500 in recurring
annual
benefits
because the overall
cost for replacement
parts was reduced when assets were serviced
according
to the maintenance
standards
instead
of waiting
for breakdowns to occur.
Other reported savings resulted
from preventative
maintenance
inspections
and servicing
which reduced funds spent on asset repairs,
scheduled monitoring
of energy use to minimize
wasted energy,
and
overall
better
management of maintenance
operations.
In addition
to reportinq
specific
dollar
savings,
Fortress
managers reported
other benefits
from the maintenance
management
system, including
(1) assurance
that workers completed
both desirable
and unpleasant
jobs,
(2) increasingly
cost-conscious
supervisors
who worked to decrease costs while keeping quality
high, and (3) improved information
to document workers'
accomplishments
and evaluate
their
performance.
Banff National
Park, Canada's first
national
park, is
In addition
to preservlocated
in the Canadian Rocky Mountains.
ing the wilderness
and scenic beauty of this 1.6-million-acre
park, park personnel
are responsible
for maintaininq
500 buildThe fiscal
ings,
18 campgrounds,
and 22 water and sewer systems.
year 1983 maintenance
budqet was about $4.9 million.
Ranff began implementing
the maintenance
manaqement system
in 1982.
Although
the system was not fully
implemented
and officials
had not quantified
savings achieved,
they had reported
specific
benefits,
including
(1) better
control
over supplies,
resultinq
in a significant
reduction
in losses,
(2) the ability
to identify
whether all assets are receiving
needed maintenance,
(3) the ability
to identify
inefficient
scheduling
and work
and (4) better
information
methods and take corrective
action,
for developing,
analyzing,
and defending
hudqet requests.
For
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example, officials
determined
that the cost of renovating
a house
to the general
works manaqer.
He
was much too high, according
said that the system
provided
detailed
information
which helped
managers to identify
the reasons for the high costs and take
steps to reduce the cost of future renovations.
In addition,
the
utility
supervisor
said that the system
provided
specific
cost
and workload
data which helped him support his budqet request by
showing that his area was understaffed
in relation
to the
workload.
Appendix I contains
additional
maintenance
management system.
Tampa Parks

information

on Parks

Canada's

Department

The Tampa Parks Department
maintains
100 park and recreation
areas and facilities
totaling
more than 1,500 acres.
The fiscal
In 1981 the
year 1983 maintenance
budget was about $6.7 million.
department
spent S75,OOO to develop and implement
a maintenance
management system with the help of a consultant.
The system has
the important
management elements discussed
in this report.
The
department's
management analyst
said that the department
developed a maintenance
management system because of increasing
budqet
constraints
and the resulting
need to establish
better
control
over maintenance
costs.
Prior
to the maintenance
management system, the department
was given additional
maintenance
responsibilities
which, along
with regular
park maintenance,
had taken 502 workers to accomAccording
to the department's
director,
with the mainteplish.
nance manaqement system in operation,
312 workers were able to do
all the work throuqh better
work methods, work scheduling,
and
specific
performance
standards
and guidelines.
Further,
the
department
reported
about $27,000 in recurring
annual benefits
the first
year due to improved methods to control
unwanted
vegetation
in downtown areas.
The department's
management analyst
cited other benefits
from the maintenance
management
system,
including
(1)
increased
cooperation
among field
supervisors
in planninq
work, using
equipment,
(2) the ability
to identify
and
and ordering
supplies,
respond to the impact of budqet changes on maintenance
operations,
(3) better
accountability
for maintenance
resources,
(4) a
corresponding
reduction
in the loss of supplies
and wasted labor,
and (5) assurance
that all assets were receivinq
needed
maintenance.
Seattle
Department
of
Parks and Recreation
The Seattle
Department
of Parks and Recreation
maintains
over 5,000 acres of parks: playfields;
and facilities,
includinq
community centers,
and museums.
In 1983 the maintenance
pools,
budqet was about $14 million.
A 1975 audit of the qrounds
maintenance
division
by city council
auditors
revealed
that
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although
the parks'
overall
conditions
were good, specific
maintenance
management problems existed,
including
(1)
the
inability
to track accomplishments
or maintenance
costs by
activity,
(2) the inability
to substantiate
and defend budget
requests,
(3)
too
much
reliance
on field
personnel
to Identify,
and evaluate
maintenance
activities,
and
plan I prioritize,
(4) inconsistent
quality
of maintenance
among specific
parks or
The auditors
recommended that the department
geographic
areas.
for the
develop and implement
a maintenance
management system
grounds maintenance
division.
Between 1975 and 1982 the department
spent about
$880,000
in
and computer costs to develop,
impleconsulting
fees, personnel,
a maintenance
management system having the
ment, and operate
Departimportant
management elements discussed
in this report.
ment officials
reported
that their
system helped assure that all
In
addition,
they said that the
assets were properly
maintained.
system provided
information
to help identify
maintenance
activiusing this
ties that took too long due to park design problems.
some parks were redesigned
to reduce maintenance
information,
costs.
Officials
cited other benefits
including
(1)
better
accountability
for maintenance
resources,
(2) better
support
for
budget requests
because the budget is directly
linked
to asset
to evaluate
maintenance
maintenance
needs, and (3) the ability
operations
and minimize
geographical
differences
in the quality
of maintenance.
SERVICE EMPHASIS SHOULD BE GIVEN
TO MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT
The Service
has billions
of dollars
in assets that must be
The
maintained
properly
to prevent or minimize
deterioration.
Service has emphasized and the Congress has supported
funding
for
maintenance
through the $1 billion
(including
new construction)
multiyear
Park Restoration
and Improvement
Program to restore
and
rehabilitate
park facilities
and systems that have deteriorated
However, the
or that do not meet health
and safety
standards.
Service had not emphasized the need for a good maintenance
management system
to protect
the public's
investment
and effectively
and efficiently
maintain
park assets.
The Service had not
provided
park personnel
adequate maintenance
policy,
guidance,
and training
to assure that parks had effective
maintenance
programs.
Recent steps to develop Service-wide
inventories
of park
efforts
by some parks to establish
their
own maintenance
assets,
and a proposed pilot
test of a maintenance
management systems,
management system
show that the Service has begun to recognize
However, we
and address its maintenance
management problems.
believe
that to efficiently
and effectively
manage its maintethe Service
needs a management system.
We
nance activities,
believe
that the cost to develop and implement
such a system,
could be justified
by the potential
although
not yet determined,
benefits.
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Need for
guidance,

adequate maintenance
and traininq

policy,

The Service had not emphasized maintenance
management.
Although
the Service had provided
some maintenance
policy
and
guidance
to parks in the past, at the time of our review the
Service was not providing
maintenance
policy
or guidance to
maintenance
managers, except for limited
guidance on trails
and
historic
structures.
Also,
the Service had no formal training
curriculum
for maintenance
managers.
Training
is an important
part of developing
and implementing
an effective
maintenance
management system.
The policy
and guidance provided
by the Service varied widely in the past.
In the mid-1960's,
the Service
used maintenance
manuals that outlined
park policies
and procedures
for all maintenance activities.
In 1969 the Service adopted activity
standards that described
the conditions
that would exist
if the jobs
were done satisfactorily
but left
the specific
work methods to
the park personnel's
discretion.
The activity
standards
were rescinded in 1980 in favor of other management processes,
including
a management-by-objective
process under which managers set their
own objectives
and then worked to achieve them.
None of the
Service's
past approaches
incorporated
all elements of the
maintenance
management system discussed
in this report.
The Chief of the Service's
Engineering
and Safety Services
attributed
the general
lack of emphasis on maintenance
management to (1) the Service's
emphasis in the 1960's
and 1970's
on land acquisition
and construction
of new facilities
rather
than on maintenance
and repairs,
(2) the Service's
highly
decentralized
organization
which allows superintendents
a great
and (3) the abolishment
in the mid-1960's
of
deal of autonomy,
a headquarters
maintenance
division
as part of an effort
to
He told us that
relocate
maintenance
specialists
to the field.
reestablishing
a headquarters
maintenance
organization--the
Engineering
and Safety Services
Division--and
upgrading
its role
the need for improved
in 1980 showed that the Service recognized
guidance and direction
over maintenance
operations.
He said that
his objective
was to develop a more coordinated
and systematic
approach to maintenance
in the parks.
He agreed that Service
policy
and guidance on maintenance
were needed but said that it
should be developed
in conjunction
with a Service-wide
maintenance
management system.
Division

Another reason for the Service's
maintenance
management
problems was the lack of a formal training
curriculum
for mainteAlthough
maintenance
personnel
had available
to
nance managers.
Office
of Personnel
Management, and nongovernment
them
Service,
the maintenance
managers at the nine parks we
training
courses,
visited
said that they had not received
training
to help them
manage maintenance
activities
and improve the efficiency
and
The Chief of the Service's
effectiveness
of their
operations.
Training
Division
confirmed
that management training
was not
routinely
provided
to maintenance
managers nor was it part of a
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formalized
curriculum.
He said that his office
had also identified the need for a training
curriculum
for maintenance
manaqers
but that he needed a clear policy
statement
explaining
the
purpose,
objectives,
and mission of maintenance
and how it
relates
to the overall
Service mission before he could develop
such a training
curriculum.
We believe
that training
of maintenance
personnel
is an
important
part of effectively
developing
and implementing
a maintenance management system.
Confusion
and resistance
to the new
system can occur if maintenance
managers and workers do not fully
understand
the system and the new methods and procedures
for
doinq the work.
Officials
at the three park organizations
we
visited
reported
that training
helped the maintenance
personnel
understand
and accept the systems and their
individual
roles and
responsibilities.
Efforts
within
the Service
to improve maintenance
management
The Service,
recoqnizing
its maintenance
management problem, has taken some initial
steps toward improving
maintenance
management.
Service-wide
inspection
proqrams,
efforts
by
individual
park manaqers, and a proposed pilot
maintenance
management system all address parts of the problem.
The Service,
between 1975 and 1982,
initiated
four Servicewide inspection
programs--the
road, bridge,
and tunnel program;
the comprehensive
building
inspection
program;
the safety,
maintenance,
and operations
of dams program;
and the environmental
health
inspection
program covering
water supply and sewage
systems.7
These programs are to inventory,
inspect,
and report
the condition
of the various
park structures
and systems.
The
Chief,
Enqineering
and Safety Services
Division,
told us that
these inventory
and inspection
programs are essential
to a maintenance manaqement system because they document the number and
condition
of many of the Service's
assets.
He said that the
Service
had not done this before.
Preliminary
results
from the
inspections
indicate
that park facilities
and systems may be
deteriorating
at an accelerated
rate.
The Chief attributed
this
problem primarily
to the lack of a systematic
approach to maintenance manaqement.
Officials
at three of the parks we visited
had established
or were planning
to establish
maintenance
management systems on
their
own.
Blue Ridge and Harpers Ferry hadtmost of the seven
system elements
in place,
and North Cascades was proceedinq
with
system development
based on information
we provided
during our
review.
These three parks had fewer maintenance
management problems than the other six parks we visited.

71n our April
1983 report,
we said that these four
not been completed
and that the Service had taken
actions
to improve these proqrams.
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proqrams had
or initiated

When our fieldwork
was completed
in August 1983,
the Service
was considering
a pilot
test of a maintenance
management system.
According
to the Deputy Director,
the Service was concerned that
facilities
newly restored
by the Park Restoration
and Improvement
Program could deteriorate
rapidly
unless improvements
were made
She said that
in the Service's
ability
to manage maintenance.
the Service
wanted to avoid any future
need for a high cost
restoration
and improvement program by improving
the way in which
parks manage their
maintenance
proyrams.
As of August 1983,
the
scope of the pilot
test had not been determined.
Cost of a maintenance

management

system

We do not know how much it would cost to develop,
test,
and
Howimplement
a maintenance
management system in the Service.
ever, Parks Canada provided
us with some of its cost data relating to the establishment
of its maintenance
management system.
Parks Canada is receiving
According
to Parks Canada officials,
$1.6 million
over a 5-year period
in addition
to its regular
maintenance
budget to establish
its maintenance
management system.
When the system is fully
implemented,
Parks Canada expects
a yearly
benefit
in reduced costs or increased
productivity
of 10
to 15 percent
of the maintenance
budget.
For fiscal
year 1983,
that would have amounted to savings or benefits
of about $4 million to $6 million.
Because the cost of developing
and implementing
a
maintenance
management system depends on several
factors,
including
the number of parks,
the nature of their
facilities,
and the number of personnel
involved,
it was not possible
for us
to develop an estimate
of what a Park Service system would cost
This would have been
without
doing a preliminary
cost study.
outside
the scope of our review.
However, the Chief of the
Service's
Engineering
and Safety Services
Division
told us that
based on his experience
and what it cost Parks Canada, he would
estimate
that the cost would not be more than $10 million.
We believe
that the cost of such a system could be justified
by (1) the large annual Park Service maintenance
budget,
(2) the
Service's
current
maintenance
problems,
and (3) the potential
to
recapture
the development
and implementation
costs through
reduced maintenance
costs,
increased
productivity,
and other
nonmeasurable
benefits.
Experts in the field
say that the
initial
development
and training
costs are usually
recaptured
during
the first
18 months a system is in effect.
The three park
organizations
we visited
had experienced
similar
benefits
from
their
systems.
Officials
at the three organizations
believed
the
benefits
outweighed
the costs.
CONCLUSIONS
The Service
has billions
of dollars
in assets that should be
The Service has not had a systematic
properly
maintained.
Service-wide
approach to maintaining
its assets and does not know
if proper maintenance
has been done and whether maintenance
has
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been done efficiently.
Recent inspections
indicate
that park
facilities
may be deteriorating
at an accelerated
rate.
Further,
the Service
is now in a $1 billion
multiyear
Park Restoration
and
Improvement
Program to restore
and rehabilitate
park facilities.
Unless the Service
improves its management of maintenance
activities,
newly restored
facilities
and systems also may be subjected
to accelerated
deterioration.
The Service
needs a more effective
way to plan, organize,
Maintenance
management
and review maintenance
work.
direct,
systems have been proven effective
in numerous organizations,
including
Parks Canada.
Before implementing
its system, Parks
Canada experienced
maintenance
problems similar
to those we found
at the Park Service.
Parks Canada officials
have expressed a
willingness
to show Park Service officials
how their
system
works.
The Service's
lack of emphasis on maintenance
management was
the primary
reason that a maintenance
management system was not
in place.
The Service
needs to establish
policy
and guidance
for
park managers and maintenance
personnel
specifying
the systems
and processes
that should be in place to efficiently
and
effectively
plan, organize,
direct,
and review maintenance
operations.
Further,
the Service needs to develop a training
curriculum
for maintenance
personnel
to assure that managerial
skills
are developed
and improved.
The Service,
recognizing
its maintenance
management problem, has taken some initial
steps toward improving
maintenance
Service-wide
inspection
programs,
a proposed pilot
management.
maintenance
management system, and efforts
by individual
park
managers all address parts of the maintenance
management problem.
However, a Service-wide
maintenance
management system is
needed.
The cost of developing
and implementing
such a system,
although
not known at this time, could be offset
through reduced
maintenance
costs,
increased
productivity,
and other
nonmeasurable
benefits.
RECOMMENDATIONSTO
THE SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR
We recommend that the Secretary
of the Interior
National
Park Service
Director
to take the following
--Develop
overall
Ssrvice policy
objectives
of park maintenance

on the purpose,
programs.

direct
the
actions:
goals,

and

--Design,
test,
and implement
in the National
Park System a
maintenance
management system which includes
the key management elements discussed
in this report.
To help in
designing
a system, Service officials
may want to obtain
information
from organizations,
such as Parks Canada,
which have maintenance
management systems in operation.
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--Develop
needed

Service guidelines
on the system and processes
to properly
manage maintenance
in the parks.

--Develop
a training
program which focuses on planning,
organizing,
directing,
and reviewing
activities
associated
with a maintenance
management system and assure that maintenance managers and other appropriate
park and regional
personnel
receive
the training.
AGENCY COMMENTSAND OUR EVALUATION
Interior
said that it fully
concurred
that a maintenance
management system is needed for the Service.
(See app. II.)
It
said that our report
represents
a valuable
and helpful
effort
to
identify
weaknesses in the Service's
maintenance
process and
presents
sound and supportable
recommendations.
According
to
Interior,
the Service
has already
initiated
actions
to develop
and implement
a maintenance
management system.
On the first
recommendation,
Interior
said that draft
Service-wide
policy
and objectives
had been developed
which,
although
not yet incorporated
and distributed
through a maintenance management guideline,
would form the basis for further
Service-wide
development,
implementation,
and training.
On the second recommendation,
Interior
said the Service was
developing
and testing
a Service-wide
maintenance
management sysOne of the tests
is to
tem through two pilot
test contracts.
take place in a large rural,
natural
setting,
national
park; the
other in a large urban parkway.
Interior
said that Parks Canada
has consulted
extensively
with the Service on the benefits,
probpertaining
to Parks Canada's maintenance
manlems, and procedures
agement system.
Interior
also said that the Service had initiated
training/workshop
sessions.
The first
session,
conducted
in
from its eastern
regions,
inFebruary
1984, for key personnel
cluded representatives
from Parks Canada.
Interior
said that from
the test contracts
and as a result
of the training/workshops,
a
Service-wide
system would be implemented
in a phased program using
the expertise
of private
sector consultants
and the Service's
Engineering
and Safety Services
Division
personnel.
Agreeing
with the Engineering
and Safety Services
Division
Chief's
estimated
implementation
cost of less than $10 million,
Interior
added that no specific
funds or staff
had been budgeted
as will
be required
during
the implementation
period.
It said
that additional
staffing
was being considered
for the Engineering
and Safety Services
Division
to assist
in the administration,
and Service-wide
training
necessary
to effectiveimplementation,
ly put a maintenance
management system in place.
According
to
Interior,
the funding
and staffing
that is obtained
will
be highly cost effective.
It said that short-term
paybacks are likely
in the form of more efficient
and effective
use of personnel
and
other resources.
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On our third
recommendation,
Interior
said that the Service
had begun the process of developing
guidelines
pertaining
to
managing an efficient
maintenance
program in the parks.
It said
that guidelines
would incorporate
the elements of a maintenance
all the elements described
in our
management system, including
report.
Interior
added that the guidelines
would not be finalized until
preliminary
results
of the two pilot
tests are
available.
On our last recommendation,
Interior
said that the Service
had recently
been evaluating
its maintenance
training
requirements.
Interior
said that major issues centered
around adequate
funding,
the proper allocation
of available
funding,
appropriate
types and mixture
of types of training,
and appropriate
locations
and training
sources.
It added that training
to implement
the
basic system, follow-up
training,
and training
for park and
region headquarters
managers are envisioned.
We believe
that the
plans to initiate
should
management system needed
maintenance
and (2) the
appropriate
maintenance

actions
the Service has initiated
or
help provide
(1) the type of maintenance
to ensure that facilities
receive
proper
information
necessary
to determine
management.
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APPENDIX I
EXAMPLES OF DOCUMENTSUSED
IN PARKS CANADA'S MAINTENANCE
MANAGEMENTSYSTEM

Parks Canada developed
a maintenance
management system for
its 103 national
and historic
parks, sites,
and canals because
of
maintenance
problems similar
to the problems that exist
in the
National
Park Service.
These problems included
(1) inconsistent
frequency
and quality
of maintenance,
(2) poor justifications
for
(3) inadequate
records of maintenance
costs,
and
budget requests,
(4) a lack of assurance
that maintenance
programs were efficient
and effective.
The system Parks Canada developed contains
the seven important elements we identified
for an effective
maintenance
management system,
including
workload
inventories
of assets,
maintenance
work programs and performance
budgets,
work
tasks, work standards,
schedules,
work orders,
and reports
of planned versus
actual
accomplishments
and costs.
These elements enable Parks Canada's
superintendents
and maintenance
managers to identify
the parks'
maintenance
needs, properly
allocate
resources,
authorize
and
control
specific
maintenance
jobs, and track both production
and
costs.
The following
documents are examples of those Parks Canada
to support
its maintenance
management system.
We have added
a brief
description
to indicate
how each document is used.

uses
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PARKS CANADA
MAINTENANCE INVENTORY SUMMARY

ASSET

INTERIOR

i

meters

non-

painted
rurfscer

painctd

140007

kscription

14007 1

Total
rquare
meter8

squwa

square

mctcrr

meter8

painted
metal
rurfacer

other
painted
surfacer

I
Square
mater8
oonpsinted
surfaces

Total
square
surface

EW:gL:e
HOU8f?

140008

surfacer

EXTERIOR WALLS

I

Square
retere

Square

No.

SURFACES

250

I

105

355

-

IQ0

100

Recrcstion
ccntrc

350

40

390

-

150

Exhibit
Building

140

50

190

-

10

105

115

740

195

935

-

160

205

365

Total

150

GAO NOTE: Maintenance
inventory
summaries summarize specific
information
on the assets so that maintenance
managers can
identify
the total
amounts of similar
types of maintenance
to be
done.
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PARKS CANADA
MAINTENANCE TASK LIST

IO

Lam kilmctcrs

Cbbic etefs

of paved eurface

of upkrlt

m
ANI CXKX FIUlNi
- the preparatum
mrl wlirrg
of craclu ard jomts m paved
aurfrae.

Law kilae?ters

Litem of

OfpavedNrfrc

aealmt

KmCluwARm-thelKwlngofgraas
areas m tamlte.8,
clppgranin,
d
ramery.
Includes raking,
cuttw,
etc.

square m?tem
turf arws

sguae meters
turf areas

quJmmetem

permal

SR)TPAlQUNZ-rherepairofmnallarms

of rod surface, parkmg lots,

etc.,usulg

premxad aspIllltic
msterlals.
ImAde
pmtchng of potholes, dq7resauma, bunp,
pmmm-tt dge defects, etc.
D

lo

)6-m
vlthtlElm*
th dig&q

il

mtrmces,
dlrpsal
of

- all wrk asaaxatld
of ccmetali~
inclubg
rrd backflllq
of grmrr,
etc.

-tluzraltlre
KlTlTElRAILNUMOWXE
fmintmmce
of trarla icluiimg
the cuttmg
of brush, repair of bridge,
mal
of

Kilaleters
trail

of

Kilawen
trail

of

de&fall,
clup ammd caqing 8ites
ml tamlens’ cabins, wring of privies,
etc.

lo

11

IO

INPFXXIa
- the routine inspection
of such
bulding
iteam as interior
Painting,
utenor
paint-,
fouwlatmm,
interior
wllm,
nterior
ualls, roofs, floors,
cerliqp, windows, dam, ad buildmg srgns.

Ssurnr meterr

INIWIDRPAINIDC-thercutinesqor
paintof suzh itms as walls, ceiliqs,
floors,
trim, virdar ml door fran21, doora,
cu+uds,
vanities,
ad atars.
InclUYkL3
the initial
prepmath
Prior to paint;\p.

square metcrr
puntsd

SJPERVISI(H - all tme spent by supennsorr
md foremen in supervisoq
pd &ninistrr
dutrea.
Includes lnnpectmg
aml
tie
utmmtimg
projects,
etc.

No. rupnrirorr
No. fonmrl

groar floor
(axerior)

Square -term
grwr floor
htfmicd

sslyrc=final cnat

.

perm
turn

task is an identifiable
maintenance
GAO NOTE: A maintenance
Maintenance
tasks are mutually
operation
performed
on an asset.
exclusive
and together
describe
all the maintenance
work in a
park.
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OF

LEVEL

MAINTENANCE

for
BUILDING

STRUCTURES
OBJECTIVE

~-

?The

major

objectives

preserve

*

To

*

To provide
structures.

*

To

eliminate

for

the
an

BUILDING

capital

investment

aesthetically
hazards

to

The
level-of-maintenance
az:ordance
with
the

following:

INSPECT16N
*
Routine
deficiencies

shall
initiate

PAINTING
*
Buiiding

stains,

conPonen:s
peeled
or

in

pleasing
users

QUALITY

inspections
and

STRUCTURES

for

listed
blistered

of

the

are:
structure.

appearance
the

to

building

building.

STANDARD
BUILDING

STRUCTURES

be carried
corrective

out
to
action.

below
paint.

shall

be

shall

identify

free

be

in

structural

of unsightly

FOUNDATIONS
h Foundations
shall:
- provide
safe
transfer
of building
loads
to the sub-soil.
- have no settlement
that
damages
the
building
structure
or
foundation.
- ba in durable
condition,
free
from
cracked,
spalled
or
otherwise
unsound
materials.
- be waterproof
as required
to provide
dry
basements
and crawl
spaces.
drainage
tile
operating
in accordance
with
- have subsurface
design
requirements.
- have
finished
grades
sloping
away
from
foundation
walls.
- have
runoff
from
downspouts
diverted
away
from
foundation
walls
- have
runoff
from
roofs.
and adjacent
paved
areas
control
led
to
met design
or other
requirements.

NOTE: Work standards
should be maintained.

GAO

describe

the quality
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MAINTENANCE

CATEGORIES

BUILDINGS

CATEGORY
1

PUBLIC USE
- lnformat
- Entrance
-

ion

interpret
ive/Theatre
(indoor/outdoor)
‘Huseum/Exhi
bi t
Swimming
Pool
Recreation
(shelter,
golf
course,
Kitchen
Shelter
Toi let
(modern/chemical/dry)
Wash (bathhouse/laundry)
Hostel
Hur
Grounds
(woodbins,
etc.)

2

AilH I N I STRATI 0:I
- Office
- Trailer
(office)
- Cozmunity
tiall

3

RESIDENTIAL
- Staff
Housing
- Trailer
(residential)
- Bunkhouse
- Dorni tory
- Duplex
- Single/Hultiple
Family

4

INDUSTRIAL/UTILITY
- Equipment/Haterial
(storage/repair)
- Trade
Office/Shop
- *itirks
Compound
(garage,
stores,
- Flora
Nursery
- Powerhouse/Transformer
Station
- Ho,ating
Plant
-

‘dater

beach)

shops)

supply

- Waste
Disposal
- Incinerator

GAO NOTE:
priorities

Maintenance
and levels

categories
help
of maintenance.
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LEVEL OF

MAINTENANCf
for

INTERTOR PAlNflH6

1 TASK

QUANTITY

2 years

for

( every

4 years

other

1 Administratior

every

4 years

1 Residential

every

4

) Indust/Util.

every

6 years

every

5 years;

every

8

i Special

Use

i Other

1

STANDARD
every

Use

1

STANDARD

CATErrOR I ES
1 Pub1 ic

501

swimming

pool

building;

years

except

never

for

barns

years

DETAIL

\bove
.
.
.
-

frequencies

apply

to:

u.?lls
ceilings
floors
trim
wi ndows

. doors
cupboards/vanitirs
. piping

standards
identify
how often a maintenance
GAO NOTE: Quantity
task should be done for assets in each maintenance
category.
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METHOD

STANDARD

I

I
METHOD DESCRIPTION

METHOD

Brush

rt

and

roller;

spot

prime

and

two

coats

ACCOMPLISH

CREW SIZE
; l-

lead
Hand
Halper

1

ladder/scaffold
brushes,
rollers
drop
sheets
paint,
solvent
I-Van

Painter

t

.
RECOMMENDED PROCEDURE
Note:
1.
:.
L.
5

minor

wall,

floor

and

ceiling

repairs

done

Mix paint.
Wash wal Is!
kl tchen
cupboards,
etc. ; dry.
tcver
furn 1ture.
Sror
prime.
Amply
snc coat
of primer.
Pooly
one coat
nigh aual Itv
enamel
or latex
Clean
up work
site;
arrange
furniture,
etc.
Clean
up brushes,
rollers,
trays,
etc.

prior

to

painting.

(ceilings),

identify
the resources
required
GAO NOTE: Method standards
the recommended procedure
for accomplishing
the maintenance
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the annual maintenance
GAO NOTE: The work program defines
The performance
budget is developed
workload
of the park.
applying
unit resource
costs to the work program.
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GAO NOTE: Work order report
accomplished
for a maintenance
task
Although
used.
ment, and materials
in
the recording
of material
costs,
which
are
using requisition
forms,
capture material
costs.
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United States Department of the Interior
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY
WASHINGTON,

D.C.

20240

MAR 2 1984
Peach
Mr. J. Dexter
Director
Resources,
Community
and
Economic
Development
Division
U.S.
General
Accounting
Office
20549
Washington,
D.C.
Dear

Mr.

Peach:

We have reviewed
the draft
Service
Needs a Maintenance
Our
and recommendations.
dations
are enclosed.

audit
report,
"The National
Park
Management
System"
and its
findings
comments
on the specific
recommen-

We fully
concur
with
the General
Accounting
maintenance
management
system
is needed
for
We would
like
to point
out,
Service
(NPS).
mal system
is currently
being
developed
within
Service
and that
efforts
have been underway
implement
such a system.

Office
(GAO) that
a
the National
Park
however,
that
a forthe National
Park
for
some time
to

Two pilot
programs
have been initiated
utilizing
the expertise
of
two consulting
firms
considered
experts
in the field
of
Maintenance
MaftagenEnt.
In addition,
Parks
Canada
has consulted
extensively
with
NPS on the benefits,
problems
and procedures
pertaining
to their
parks
maintenance
management
system.
During
the week of February
6-10,
1984, representatives
of Parks
Canada
participated
in a training/workshop
session
held
for
key NPS personnel
from
the Service's
eastern
regions.
Through
this
interaction
with
Parks
Canada
both
governments
have
gained
useful
knowledge.
NPS has gained
a better
understanding
of the procedures
and elements
to insure
a workable
maintenance
management
system
and Parks
Canada
was provided
with
useful
information
about
the NPS inventory/evaluation
procedures
used
for
Service
buildings,
roads,
employee
quarters,
and water
systems.

[GAO COMMENT: Although
some Service personnel
have been
promoting
the maintenance
management system concept for some
time, actual
measurable
progress
toward system
implementation
did
not begin until
the latter
part of calendar
year 1983 at which
time the pilot
test programs were initiated,
as was coordination
with Parks Canada.
These are positive
steps, as are the other
steps being taken by the Service
to develop and implement
the
maintenance
management system.
See pp. 26 and 27 for our
evaluation
of Interior's
specific
comments.]
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Additional
meetings
and training
sessions
Parks
Canada
resources
to further
refine
tenance
management
system
for
NPS.
In addition
to our specific
dations
(see enclosures),
point
in the draft
report.

are planned
and implement

comments
regarding
the
we would
like
to clarify

utilizing
a main-

GAO recommenthe following

Reference
is made on page 2 of the report
that
park
Superintendents
and maintenance
personnel
manage their
maintenance
with
oversight
and assistance
provided
by regional
programs,
Although
the
offices
and the Service's
Denver
Service
Center.
Denver
Service
Center
(DSC) is footnoted
in the report
to clarify
that
DSC provides
technical
design,
engineering,
and project
support
for
park
construction
activities,
we feel
reference
to DSC
in this
context
of managing
maintenance
activities
is
inappropriate.
Denver
Service
Center's
primary
functions
are not
related
to preventive
maintenance
or to Maintenance
Management.
Primary
assistance
to park
Superintendents
and regions
for
maintenance,
is handled
by the Washington
Office,
Engineering
and
Safety
Services
Division,
Park Support
Office
which
is located
in
Denver
at the Denver
Service
Center.

[GAO COMMENT: We have

revised

2 to reflect

p.

this

comment.1

Sincerely,

and

Secretary
Wildlife
and

Enclosures
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for
Fish
Parks
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To

Department
of the Interior
Responses
to
General
Accounting
Office
Recommendations
"The National
Park Service
Needs
Draft
Report,
Maintenance
Management
System"

II'

a

GAO Recommendation
--Develop
objectives
DOI

overall
of

Service
policy
park
maintenance

on the purpose,
programs.

goals,

and

Response

As stated
in the GAO Report
the Service
has been exploring
the
development
and implementation
of a Maintenance
Management
System
the following
draft
Servicewlde
for
some time.
As a result,
policy
and objectives
have been developed
and,
although
not yet
incorporated
and distributed
through
a Maintenance
Management
Guideline,
it will
form
the basis
for
further
Servicewide
developimplementation
and training.
ment,
National
Park Service
MAINTENANCE ACTIVITIES
Policy
Statement
There
is a maintenance
responsibility
for
every
asset
that
is
owned by the National
Park Service.
The costs
of operation
and
the useful
life
of the facilities
and equipment
are directly
related
to the type
and level
of maintenance
provided.
Therefore,
it
is the policy
of the National
Park Service
to
conduct
a professional
program
of preventative
and rehabilitative
maintenance
and preservation
to protect
the physical
integrity
of facilities
so as to provide
a safe,
sanitary,
and
aesthetically
pleasing
environment
for
park
visitors
and
employees
in an efficient,
economical
manner
and to preserve
or
maintain
facilities
in their
as-constructed
(or reconstructed)
condition
to the greatest
extent
possible.
This
is to be achieved
sophies
of the National
System
throughout
all
The
that

basic
premise
for
the
a park's
maintenance
-

by applying
the concepts
Park Service
Maintenance
units
of the Service.
NPS Maintenance
workload
is:

definable
in terms
of distinct
performed
on a quantifiable
amenable
to standardization
cies
and production
rates;
quantifiable
in work terms;
of physical
resources
inputs;
scheduled;
controllable
both
in work as

44

and philoManaqement

Management

System

1s

functions;
set of facilities;
in terms
of Service

frequen-

financial

in

well

terms
as financial

and

terms.

terms
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.

The
are:

primary

objectives

of

the

NPS Maintenance

Management

a)

To preserve
through
cost
effective
made in roads,
bridges,
buildings,
facilities
or appurtenances
of the

b)

To provide
adequate
levels
of safety,
venience
for
visitors
and employees
formly
throughout
the National
Park

comfort
consistently
Service.

c)

To ensure
resources.

the

economy

[GAO COMMENT: See agency

and

efficiency

means the investment
utilities
and other
National
Park Service.

in

and

conand unl-

expenditures

and our evaluation

comments

System

of

on p. 26.1

GAO Recommendation
and implement
in the National
Park System
a main--Design,
test,
tenance
management
system
which
includes
the key management
To help
in designing
a
elements
discussed
in this
report.
system,
Service
officials
may want to obtain
information
from
which
have maintenance
organizations,
such as Parks
Canada,
management
systems
in operation.
DO1 Response
The National
Park Service
currently
has well
underway
the development
and testing
of a Servicewide
Maintenance
Management
Two contracts
have been awarded
for
the purpose
of
System.
testinq
a system
in a large
rural,
natural
setting,
national
park;
the first
of
Further,
the other
in a large
urban
parkway.
two scheduled
training/workshop
sessions
has been conducted
to
inform
and instruct
key park
personnel
from
NPS eastern
regions.
1984 included
on the program,
The program
conducted
February
6-10,
for
the purpose
of explaining
representatives
from Parks
Canada,
'their
system
and outlining
their
procedures,
experiences
and
problems
associated
with
the implementation
of a maintenance
The response
from park
Superintendents
and
,management
system.
This
spark
Chiefs
of Maintenance,
was enthusiastically
accepted.
'was due to informed
instructors
and especially
to the parendorsement
and representation
from Parks
Canada.
ticipation,
The

second

training/workshop

is

scheduled

March

19-23,

1984.

The two pilot
contracts
concentrate
on developing
a programmatic
Maintenance
Management
System
which
includes
the key elements
as
discussed
by the report.
The systems
include
the following
elements
and specific
functions
which
are associated
with
each
element:
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II.

MAINTENANCE

MANAGEMENT

PLANNING

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Define
significant
work activities
Inventory
features
to be maintained
Establish
service
levels
- (cost
Develop
annual
work programs
Develop
performance
standards
Prepare
annual
maintenance
budget

effective

levels)

ORGANIZING
1.

2.
3.
4.

Level
workload
over
the year
Evaluate
in-house
/vs/
contract
Develop
an annual
work calendar
Determine
resource
needs
by type

and

category

DIRECTING
1.

2.
3.
4.

Select
activities
from work program
Determine
specific
locations
Assign
crews
and equipment
Be prepared
to perform
emergency
work

CONTROLLING
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Determine
work
accomplished
Determine
resources
used
Determine
costs
Compare
- actual
/vs/
planned
Analyze
differences
Take corrective
actions
or adjust
plan
Replan
and work calendar
- as necessary

From these
pilot
contracts
and as a result
of the
a Servicewide
system
will
be implemented
in
training/workshops,
phased
program
utillzlng
the expertise
of private
sector
consultants
and NPS Engineering
and Safety
Services
Division
personnel.
estimates
for
the costs
of impleAs stated
in the GAO Report,
To date
no specific
menting
should
be less
than
$10 million.
funds
or staff
have been budgeted
as will
be required
during
the
Additional
staffing
is being
considered
implementation
period.
for
the division
to assist
in the administration,
implementation
and Servlcewlde
training
necessary
to effectively
Implant
a
Funding
and staffing
obtained
for
Maintenance
Management
System.
this
development
and implementation
period
will
be highly
cost
effective.
Short
term paybacks
are likely
in the form of more
efficient
and effective
utilization
of FTE's
and resources.

[GAO COMMENT:

See

agency

comments
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and our

evaluation

.

on p.

26.1
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GAO Recommendations
--Develop
Service
guidelines
on the
to properly
manage maintenance
in

system and processes
the parks.

needed

DO1 Response
The National
Park Service
has begun the process
of developing
guidelines
pertaining
to managing
an efficient
maintenance
The guidelines
will
incorporate
the conprogram
in the parks.
cepts
of a maintenance
management
system
including
all
elements
Finalization
of the guidelines
will
as described
in the report.
not occur
until
preliminary
results
of the 2 pilot
studies
being
The results
of
conducted
at the present
time
are available.
these
pilots
will
be utilized
in preparing
the guidelines
to:
(1)
insure
applicability
to NPS; (2) correct
scheduling
of sequences;
and (3) to provide
in-house
documentation
of a maintenance
management
system's
results.
The guidelines,
minimum:

when

completed,

commitment

of

will

include

1.

State

Management

to

2.

Define
maintenance
activities
and
appropriate
to measure
quantities
activity.

the
the

at

the

system.

establish
of work

for

work units
each

3.

Define
the process
to inventory
which
influence
the quantities
tenance
activities.

4.

Define
the process
to
defining
each activity,
materials
and expected

5.

Provide
guidance
planning
values
level
of service.

6.

Define
procedures
evaluation.

7.

Implement

0.

Define
the process
to develop
a maintenance
work program
(by activity)
for each field
operations
area or unit
on
the basis
of the facility
inventory,
quantity
planning
values
and performance
standards.

9.

Define
budgets.

10.

a work

procedures

Define
techniques
and scheduling.

to
for

develop
proper
average

facility
features
of various
main-

performance
standards
crew size,
equipment,
daily
accomplishment.

for

establish
average
annual
quantity
each activity
which
reflect
a desired

for

work

reporting

reporting
and

for

review,

and

procedures

[GAO COMMENT: See agency

those
required

following

comments
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and

evaluation

system.

evaluation
for
and

our

performance

and
work

approval

of

authorization

evaluation

on p.

27.1
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GAO Recommendation
--Develop
a tralnlng
program
which
and reviewing
nlrlng,
directing,
maintenance
management
system and
agers
and other
approprlate
park
the training.

focuses
on planning,
orgaactivities
associated
with
a
assure
that
maintenance
manand regional
personnel
receive

DO1 Response
The National
Park Service
has recently
been evaluating
their
maintenance
training
requirements,
Major
issues
center
around
adequate
funding
and the proper
allocation
of available
funding;
appropriate
types
and mixture
of types
of training
(i.e.,
skills
training
vs management
and supervisory
training);
and appropriate
locations
(i.e.,
park,
region)
and training
sources.
The Service's
two concerns
in FY 84 for
Maintenance
Management
deal
with
the Maintenance
Management
System
concept
and basic
implementation
procedures.
Follow-up
courses
are being
planned
to carry
this
concept
into
the actual
management
of a Maintenance
Management
System.
The primary
source
of Maintenance
Management
System
training
of park
personnel
will
occur
as each park
Maintenance
Management
System
is developed.
Follow-on
training
will,
of course,
be planned
for
new employees
and as refresher
training.
A primary
training
request
now anticipated
as a result
of information
obtained
from Parks
Canada
is that
for
park
and
region
headquarters
managers
to obtain
an understanding
and
assure
a commitment
to the system.
These
needs
are
provide
training
implementations.

anticipated
opportunities

[GAO COMMENT: See agency

and

the Service
plans
to
concurrent
with
system

comments and our evaluation

develop

and

on p. 27.1

Summary
it
is believed
that
this
GAO report
represents
a
In summary,
valuable
and helpful
effort
to identify
weaknesses
in the NPS
maintenance
process
and has provided
sound
and supportable
recommendations.
Discussions
between
GAO staff
and NPS officials
have
helped
to evaluate
existing
Maintenance
Management
System
sucThis
process
has thereespecially
that
of Parks
Canada.
cesses,
fore
already
been of immense
help
in focusing
the Service
options
and priorities
with
regard
to efficient
and rapid
development
of
an NPS Maintenance
Management
System.
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AssIstant Deputy Mlnlster
Parks Canada

Ottawa,

KlR

Sous-mlnstre adptnl
Parts Canada

Ontarlo

lG2

Peach
Mr. J. Dexter
Director
Resources,
Community
Development
and Economic
Unrted
States
General
Accounting
Washington,
D.C.
20548
Dear

Mr.

Office

Peach:

Thank you for the opportunity
of commenting
on the portion
"The National
Parks Service
Needs a
of your draft
report
Marntenance
Management System”
which deals with
Parks
Canada's
Maintenance
Management
System (MMS).
In

general,
I feel
that
accurately
reflect
There are however
three
to consider.
team

1.

the comments
the situation
minor points

made by your study
relating
to our MMS.
which you may wish

Page 18 - The cost cited
for implementation
of MMS $1.6 million
- includes
only goods and services
such
as consultants
and in-house
travel
and printing.
Salaries
at the Headquarters
and Regional
levels
will
No estimate
has
amount to approximately
$1 million.
been made of the salary
costs
at the park level
as MMS
is considered
to be an integral
part
of the ongoing
management
and additional
costs
will
vary widely
from
locat Ion to location.
The above figures
also do not
include
the cost of implementing
our Asset Inventory
The total
cost of these systems
and Evaluation
Systems.
is approximately
$500 thousand
for goods and services
and salaries,
however,
only one half
of these
expenditures
can be said to relate
directly
to support
of MMS.

[GAb COMMENT: On the basis of the above comment and a telephone
dis&ussion
with Parks Canada, we have changed the cost estimate
of its maintenance
on p. 18 of Parks Canada's implementation
management system from about $1.6 million
to $3 million.]
2.

Page

19 - Fortress

There
.l
buildings
the park.

of

Louisbourg

National

are actually
78 reproductions
together
with
75 contemporary

Historic
of historic
buildings
. . /2
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.2

The 1983/84

fiscal

year

budget

[GAO COMMENT: We have made changes

2.1 and 2.2.1
3.

Appendix

I - Work Order

Report

was $1.3

to p.

million.

19 to reflect

comments

Card

Although
the form provides
space for the recording
of
material
costs,
in most cases we are using requisition
forms which are part of our finance
system to capture
material
costs.
This is done to reduce the paper burden
and to ensure consistency
between the two systems.

[GAO COMMENT: Ye have clarified
on p. 39.)

Parks

Canada's

use of

this

form

We found the process of reviewing
our MMS with your staff
extremely
valuable,
particularly
as providing
some of the
requested
information
has enabled us to strengthen
our system.
I would appreciate
obtaining
a copy of the final
report
when
it is available.
If you require
any further
please feel free to contact
Engineering
and Architecture
MMS at 613-997-0507.
Yours

/Y

A.T.

information
regarding
our system
R.H. Smillie,
Director
of
or B.F. Dewis, Project
Manager,

sincerely,

David

on

[GAO NOTE: Page references
correspond
to page numbers

in this
letter
have been changed
in the final
report.]
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CITY

OF TAMPA

E3oh Marlinez.

OFFICE of DIREXTOR

Mayor

of PARKS

Ross J Ferlita. Director

TRECITYUSR

15, 1984

February

J. Dexter Peach, Director
U. S. General Accounting
Office
441 G St., N.W. Room 4073C
Washington,
D. C.
20548
Dear Mr. Peach:
This letter
is in response to the proposed report
to the Chairman,
Subcommittee on Public
Lands and Reserved Water, Senate Committee
entitled
"The National
Park Seron Energy and Natural
Resources,
vice Needs a Maintenance
Management System."
I should like
as follows:

to suggest

"Prior
given

regular

maintenance
park maintenance,

complish.

With

312 workers

better

work methods,

about

were able

$27,000

to improved

which,

had taken

502 workers

in recurring
methods

Management
to do all

annual

to control

along
to ac-

System in oper-

the work through
and specific

Further,

was

the department

work scheduling,

and guidelines.

#2 to read

responsibilities

the Maintenance

ation,

standards

of paragraph

to the management system,

additional

with

the replacement

the department
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[GAO COMMENT: We have revised
the paragraph on p. 20 to
incorporate
the City of Tampa Parks Department's
comments.]
Should
me.

you have any questions

I
/c-y

Si,wrely

,

or comments,

please

feel

free

to call

on

L

I -it’i;‘!,

Ross J. fwlita,
Director
City of Tampa Parks Department
RJFldb
Attachment
l*jWrY

t’drk

l

7525 North Boulevard

l

mmm.

Florida 33604

l

813/Q35-3121

[GAO NOTE: The attachment
to this letter
which contained
the
section
of our draft
report
sent to the Tampa Parks Department
for comment
is not reproduced
in this report.]
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